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Scholar s hips
offered at
Bridgewater

It's sNOw jun!!!

By
Brent Rossi
and Pam Sweeney
February is scholarship month here at
BSC. Applications for the various scho1arships being offered are available at the
nffice of Student Services, the Financial
Aid Office, and the Student Union lnfor·nation Booth. The scholarships are
directed towards diverse members of the
ampus community.
There is one scholarship being offered
that is of interest to the entire student
body. It is the Presidential Schof~,rs Proi.~rarn. These scholarships are awarded on
the basis of academic acheivement and
exceptional talent. Presidential Scholars
will receive a tuition waiver in the amount
of the current in-state tuition. This scholarship is renewable for up to eight semesters. Each candidate's academic
qualifications will be reviewed by the Presidential Scholars Committee annually to
determine continuing eligibility. This
award is retroactive to September, 1985.
Another award of articular interest to

, , ., ,", ., , , ,,,. · , , ', , ', .

----------------------------------------------------------~.:.1

Election
results in
By
Brent Rossi

Elections were held here at BSC
on February6 and 7. TheywP.rerun
by Student Government Elections
D'irector Mike Romano.
"I believe the elections went well:, "said Romano."We had.an excellent turnout. People seemed very·
interested in the elections. We had
the co.operation of both the candidates and the. constituents of. the
student government."
In .the only race that had two
names on the ballot, Mark Patterson beat Russell Sherman for the
. Senator-at-Large seat.
Ellen Kelleher took the Senator,
Class of 1986, seat as a write-in candidate. No one else actively campaigned for the position.
. Tom Lyons ran unopposed, and
subsequentally took, the vacant
Executive Secretary seat. Beth Jean
Evans was elected to the Senate;
representing the Class of 1989. She
also 'ran unopposed.
All of the newly elected officials
were sworn in at the SGA meeting
on Tuesday, February.. 11, except
for Mark Patterson, ·who will be
sworn in next week.

Exec Council meets over
.Hill's fire alarm prob~em

;~'#

,,, . , , ', ,, /··r.Y:ft1 ,r: ,. ·

James ,DiNardcr· ward

for

Excelle'hc~ fn

Teaching. This award was established in
1984 by the Alumni As!'ociation in honor
of Dr. DiNardo, Executive Vice President Emeritus, to recognize fine teaching.
Nomination$ are now being accepted

. from administators,. faculty members;
. some as l()n.g as.ten rofrtutes; This prob- students and alurirni. Nominations
By
lem stretches to the fire departments also. should~refer to the specific qualities of the
Dan Darcy
because they don't know ·either if it's a teacher arid the particular strengths in
. ·During the Executiye Couricilme.eting . false alarm, or if iCS the real thing.
style or method which have been especia.lly successful whether in a small
of February 6; Ms~ -~"a-ur~en fitiGe.t:-ald; > .·Po~and stressed the fact that the Resi..:.
Director of Housing, and i,L Polan.cl., ~f. •AfontAssistants are the best help fot.him,
seminar, large lecture, internship, or
other academic setting.
the.· Bridgewa~r Fire pepart:m~i1l, dis~ : fo.ttiat they get the students out as quickly
'
'
CJ.lSsed .tifue major ~OJ:lCeJ;-n of'.tnO$t~tU~. :,aspossible, While at the same time reveal ..
The award wiil be preser:ited at the
dents ·that Jive up at the ,Sh~a-7[).ufgin · )ng to the fire department any bits of vital
annual meeting of the Bridgewater State
Dormitory. the fire alarms;.
··
· .· .. iJlformation ·as to where the trouble
College Alumni Association on May 3,
1986. A citation which describes the parFitzGerald started.out)y.sayin g that
started.
"the alarm is do~ng .it's job(.Sheregrets , According to Poland, .there have been
ticular traits of the recipient will be read
all of the troublethatithasc~¥sed.They 74 alarms on the Hill since last Sep- so the description can"serve on that occaare, however, experimenting with.differ.;.; {ember. FitzGerald stated that one third
sion as a public symbol of the College's
ent alarm heads, ones which should act are malfunctions, and as far asshe'scon- regard for the high quality of teaching" at
more appropriately.
cerned 80% ·are false alarms.· Poland
BSC. Application deadline is March 7.
The biggest troµble with the current stressed that that he "doesn't buy that the
Over $20,000 will be a warded to stuheads is that they have a very lowsensitiv- alarms could cause that many malfunc- dents principally through endowed funds
. ity reading, in this case it's a one point tions, because they are always checked
maintained by the Bridgewater Alumni
five, which means it's extreme1y sensitive. the following day, and this backs my rea- Association. Scholarships awarded will
If the. smoke level reaches th is, then the soning." He then said "We are all respon- typically range from $300 to $500. The
alarms go off. The question was asked sible for one another."
decisions will be based mainly on acawhy the sensitivity level is not turned up.
demic acheivement or financial· need.
Lt. Poland closed by stressing the need
There is a state law that requires dorms to
Several category scholarships are availafor community involvement. He would
be set at 1.5. Right now, flies, as well as like to see films involving training, and' ble to students meeting the following
dust, can trigger the alarm. Almost 80% the law shown to individual floors. He
criteria: is a major in ·education; is of
of the alarms are triggered by students
Portugese ancestry; has a relative who
then revealed a little known fact: "When
and/or their guests. This can be done by 'the department comes to the Hill, the rest
graduated from Bridgewater; is a gradupointing hairspray, deodorant, or
ate of Bourne High School or a school in
of the 1-;ity goes uncovered." Every time
cigarette smoke in the direction of an they answer an alarm, they must investi-· Barnstable County; or is an older student
alarm. Because of the low sensitivity
gate where the problem came from and who transferred from Massasoit Comlevel, the alarms go off.
this takes .up valuable time, for medical
munity College.
Lt. Poland brought up a second prob- ·attention to cases. in town are overOther scholarships being offered
. lem, that of evacuation.
"IOoked. '' He continued to stress 'that if we' include:
"We must work harder, "he said,"in our could stir up more interest in fire prevenattitude toward evacuation." The help of
tion, he is sure the.fire department would
Omega Iota Phi Sorority
students is needed desperately. Lately, · backthemup."Wen eedtocreateanarea
Scholarship-$250 award~ preswhen the alarm has gone off, the students th~i would. make people think.,.
ented to the most deserving Pr.o-'
t~ke their time to evacuate the building,
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Letters
Where have all the moral
values gone?
It is strange to see all the moral appeals
that are made all the time for all the many
causes--arguments for this or that position that rest fundamentally -on some
moral base. Peace activists, hard-line
hawks. liberals, conservatives, animal
rights activists, civil rights activists, and
so on, and so on. all appeal to one's morality and claim that their cause. or their
solution to a moral 'problem' is morally
right.
.
This is strange because there are no
absolute moral values. Each of two
opposing moral values, say. that all men
are equal and should be free. and it is OK
to enslave others, has no more or less
claim to ·corre<;tness' than the other does.
There can be no true or correct moral
values. as there can be no true or correct
concept of beauty.
So when, say. a peace activist wishes
me to aid his fight <.!gai nst war-manging
government behavior or run-away arms
prt1duction. for me to do so on the
grounds that this cause is 'right' is entirelv
foolish. I mav
. be sickened bv war o.r
perhap~ so imbued with a particular
moral· upbringing that I can't help but
help the cause. J may feel my life and that

-

.

of others is threatened by war. and aid the
peace cause because I wish to prevent
war. These would airbe sensible reasons-based on subjective values. If I were an
industrialist who promoted and then profited from a war, it could be said that I.
was motivated by self interest. But to say
that I was immoral would be really saying
nothing at all~ that behavior is immoral
within the framework of an entirely subjective morality that just happens to be
prevalent--to varying degrees-in this
particular society.
So it is interesting to see all the various
appeals to morality made today, as if
there were some absolute morality to
appeal to. Many people mistakenly think
there must be some moral absolutes, such
as, say, killing humans for pleasure is
wrong. or genocide is wrong. They feel
these types of values are absolutes
because if they weren't, they would not be
immoral (or moral). This of course is
silly-saying that the undeniable fact that
there are no moral absolutes is immoral,
absolutely. and so incorrect. Some find it
hard to stop thinking in terms of morality. The moral appeals will keep corning.

Join The Comment-our
meetings are held every
Tuesday at 11 :00 a.m.
What do you think about what you read?

Ag·ree?
Dlsag.re.e?
Write an<i tel.I us what you think.
Address your letters to:
The Comment
Student Union .Building
Bridgewater State Coflege
Bridgewater, MA 02324

.

All ,lette~ ~ust be signed .and provide a telephone number for verification
All subm1ss1ons may be $Object to editing and/or condensat~n
·

'i.M 0.

Resident A·ssistants
Recently I\ e noted a litt k scapegoat_ing going on 111 the dorms. and it seems to
be directed predominantly at the Resi:.
dent Assistants.
There are many factors that lead to
scapegoating. but we. as the adults we
think we are, should be able to act mature
enough to hold back· from saying something that does not need to be said.
I'd also like to remind you that the
R.A. 's are students. usually with a much
heavier workload than vou. Thev took
the position of R.A. to
there f~r vou
when needed. not to cater to vour e;erv
whim.
·
·

be

The Resident Assistants are also
entrusted with keeping the dorms running smoothly. and that means keeping
rules. If the R.A.'s know that you often
cause trouble for them and other residents, you probably won't get a break
whef1 they are pushed past their limit.

What right do you have to live in a house
and not follow the rules of that house?
·Don't get me wrong, I'm-not an R.A.
But 1 do know a few of the R.A.'s very
well and I see them work hard at doing
their job while trying·.; plan activities for
you, be your friend. get good grades, and
sometimes hold down an off-campus job.
You, on the other hand, can barely do
your schoolwork without complaining
about your R.A. Well. if you worried
more about tommorrow's exam rather
than' who was sneaking the beer up
tonight. you wouldn't have time to complain. would you?
So. next time an R.A. asksyou to get
into a _room if you have a drink or closes
your door because it is too loud. apologize to him or her. They are trying to do
their job. and your cooperation and

Everyone~ makes

them.
It ·you see a :mistake in this·pape,r,
please, help us to correct it.
Stop by our office (next to the bookstore).
Or, conta~t Roger Spring or Peggy Hayea
at 69.7-1200, ·ext 2158·.

Thank· you

.J'

The Comment
Editor In Chief
Roger Spring

polite attitude will be aP'fJ'reciated and
Managing Editor

remembered.

Peggy Hayes
Buolnes• Manager
Adveritllng Secretary

Dark-Room Manamtr
Entertainment Etlltor.

We, the party of the first part, do declare that we, being of sound
body and oc~asionally sane and adult mind, should no longer be
subject to forced attendance at our COLLEGE classes.
We understand that it is in our best interest to attend classes regularly and that we are paying for them, yet we do not feel that we should
be punished for non-attendance.
We, the same party of the first part, do not disrupt classes· when we
are not there. If we are missing something, so be it. It is our conscious
decision and we must be willing to suffer the consequences. This is how
responsibility is learned.
Besides, we will not learn when we do not want to be there.

Q111phlc Editor
Llvtng Editor

News Editor
Photo Editor
sports E~tor

I
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Sc hola rs hips

Rq_ssi

testant underclasswom an who
has maintained a '"high degree of
self-reliance and seriousness of
purpose."

New members enter
Stude nt Government
Tuesday, February 11, 1986:
Jackie Gravel was approved and
sworn in as the new Attorney General. Other new additions to the
Senate include Tom Lyons, Executive Secretary; Ellen Kelleher,
Senator, Class of 1986; Beth Jean
Evans, Senator, Class of 1989; and
Mark Patterson, Sen_ator-at.;.Large.
Dean Toppi and Ed Niccoletti were
appointed to the Student Affairs
Committee.
Motions 284-287 which concerned the approval of various club
constitutions were referred back to
the Attorney General by a block
vote. Once they have been
approved by her, then they will be
brought back to the Senate for
reconsideration .

The Comment

Stephen G. La.skoff Memorial
Scholarship-a warded to an
undergraduate out-of-state student for academic achievement
and involvement in campus
activities.
Frederick A. Meier Secondary
Education Award-presente d to
an undergraduate student with a
secondary education minor who
is a member of the current graduating class and who has demonstrated academic and
personal excellence in preparation for teaching secondary
school.

Two hundred dollars was allocated to the William Schmiedel
Memorial· Scholarship Fund. This
scholarship will be given to an
upperclassman majoring in athletic
training. $75 was allocated for
NSSHLA. The Greek Council
requested $700 to help fund Greek
Week. After a lengthy debate, they
were referred back to the Ways and
Means Committee.
First Vice-President Beaton
reminded the Senate during
a.nnouncements that they should
look over their constitutions for the
convention this weekend. President
Lawrence also commented that
there is chance that next year we
may only have one week for spring
break.

Barbara Chellis Fellowship-an
award of $1,500 will be made at
Honor's Day in May to a graduating senior student, majoring:
in Art, English, Foreign Language, History, Music, Philo-sophy, or Theatre Arts, who wili
be commencing graduate level
study. Preference will be given to
students majoring in English.
Dr. Edmund J. Haughey Memodal Scholarship-$200 scholarship, awarded by the Student.
Government Association, open
to all students who pay the instate tuition rate; the ideal recipient of the scholarship will have a
strong record of academic
acheivernent and will be

Like Worki ng With Maps?
The Boston Regional Office of the U.S. Census Bureau need people to digitize updates from census
maps into a cartographic data base. The starting salary is $6.18 per hour. The work will be done at
the Boston Regional Office. located in Copley Square, Boston. and is expected to take two years to
complete. Positions are now available for day and evening shifts up to forty hours per week.

involved in campus activities.
Dr. Rohert D. MacCurdy Sclwlarship A ware! in Science
Edu cat ion-this

U.S. Department of Commerce
Bureau of The Census
441 Stuart Street
Boston. MA 02116
617-223-4698

award

wi\\

he

Hf.1,ppy Valentine's Day

An equal opportunity employer.
Include your telephone number when writing.

j
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Love, The Comment

Put your degree

to work
where it can do
a world of good.

Yourfirstjob after graduation should offer you
more than just a paycheck. We can offer you
an experience that lasts a lifetime,
Working together with people in a different
culture is something you'll never forget. It's a
learning experience everyone can benefit from.

Party Time And Travel, Inc.
49Tuttle Street
Wakefield, MA01880

617-246-1222
Destina! ion
Departun· City _ _ _ _ __;__ _;__---'----- -:0 Sounds Good. I'm ready to party and enclose $50 deposit
O Rush me more information

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _ _ _....:__ _~----------

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

---------------,- ------.. --- ----......
City_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_~-----~--Zip _ _ _ _ __

'·•

In Science or Engineering, Education, Agriculture, or Health, Peace Corps projects in developing countries around the world are
bringing help where it's needed.
If you're graduating this year, look into a unique opportunity to put your degree to work
where it can do a world of good. Lookinto
Peace Corps.

FEBRUARY 20
Information Booth Student
Union Bldg., 9:30 ~ 4:00.
Film/Info Session - Maxwell
Library, 11:00 a.rn.
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The 19 9 0 's j ob outlook
~y

Barbara J. \forphy

opportunities in education declined."
Since nearly one-fourth of all college
graduates employed in 1970 were school
teachers, the impact was staggering. If
you look at our own B.S.C., according to
Tom Walsh, Director of Institute of
Research, enrollment for Elementary
Education has dropped considerable
from 1970 with 1313 graduates, while in
1985 there were only 371, but hefeels '"it's
on the rise again."
lfwe look at the '80's, we can see halfof
the people entering the labor force will
have a college education, compared to
the early '70's, were only one-third entering the labor force had a college education. Also, occupations that have
traditionally not required a college
degree has doubled. This means less jobs
for the undereducated and more competion for the people with a college degree.
"For the graduates of the class of 1980,
more than 9 out of 10 majoring in
accounting, chemistry, computer science,
engineering, math and nursing were in
the working world after graduation in a
college level job. The effects of the surplus were felt much more by graduates in
agriculture and natural resorces, art,
communication, english and social
science. Fewer than 3 out of 4 of the
employed graduates in these fields
entered a college level job within a year of
graduation.,"according to Occupational
.Outl?9k QWlr~er,Jx~ .... ·~, . :· ·. •-.:. : • . .. ,

If you will be looking for a job in the
Jnited States from now until 1995, you'll
have better luck if you have a college
education and provide a service rather
than a product. according to recent job
trends.
During the next decade, providing a
service rather than making a product, will
be the best route to finding a job, according to the lastest Labor Department
Occupational Outlook Handbook. Service industries, including transportation,
communication, utilities, finance, insurance. real e?tate and government will
account for almost 75% of all new jobs
through 1995.
Job trends have always had a great
impact on career choices. Back in 1970
the job market started to deteriorate with
the rapid growth in college age population. People born in the post World War
I l baby boom reached their late teens and
early twenties and after graduation
flooded the job market. The number of
bachelor's degrees awarded annually by
the nation's colleges and universities
increased from 700.000 to 900,000, an
increase of 200,000 a year. Also. from
1970 to 1982, the number of college graduates in the labor force doubled.
"During the 1970's;" eco.nom~stKatha~
,tjne _Bradbury sai4_,.._.'the n_.·_._u:m_._'3er_o_f_:_·.·
workers ·grew faster tban'tne number of' ~·-~'TWer'~i!j;Yif'~o'~'~S'''tt\~;tf11~''1il~s:1~~h~:
jobs. causing unemployment in almost computer field which took off like a
every region of the country."
rocket. Computer Science was the educa"When the baby. boom generation tion to have but for some of the latecobegan leaving elementary and s'econdary . mers this wasn't so true. 1985 brought
\school. enrollment fell and employment 'hard times for the computer industry due

to foreign competition, causing layoffs.
More than 20 Massachusetts companies
in 1985 layed off 5000 high-tech workers.
A study with U.C.L.A. and The American Council of Education showed a 50%
drop in enrollment in the computer
science department. Here at B.S.C. enrollment in 1983 at its peak of 54 l students is
down to 305 in 1985.
What's in the future for the college
graduates of today? Based of trends, the
· number of jobs that require 4 or more
years of college education is projected to
grow by 45% from now until 1995. The
demand for college graduates in the professional and technical occupation is projected to increase by 37%. Mangerial and
admistrative occupations will have the

greatest increase of 70%. (chart I) There
will also become a greater need for school
teachers in the future.
The job market will become more competitive and future graduates might have
to relocate to find a job with their level of
education. The National Planning Assocation study showed the largest number
of new jobs by the year 2000 will be in
Houston Texas, Anaheim California,
Los Angeles California. (chart 2)
Nevertheless, a college degree is not the
reliable ticket to a good job . Future college graduates will still have to scramble
for the best available jobs. But knowing
which occupations are likely to offer the
best employment prospects can be an
invaluable aid in careeer decision making

Where the Jobs Will Be

........................... ............................................................
,.

A

ccording to the National

largest number of new jobs to be
created in the U.S. by the end of
this century will be in the following
10 Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(MSAs):

Planning Association, a
nonprofit research
organization specializing
in economic issues, the

The 10 MSAs With Largest Employment Increases, 1982-2000

MSA (with

Increase

ranking)

Annual Employment

1982-2000 Increase In Year 2000

1) Houston, Tex.
1,268,700
3.17%
2.949,200
2) Anaheim-SantaAna~Calif.
1,004,300
3.97%
1.992,200
3) Los Angeles-Long Beach. Calif.
841.300
1.07%
4,818.100
4) San Jose. Calif.
~3,900
3.38%
1,428,900
.~; , : :,;!$JS~-\#~'~li.'.
,
''.lk'.4t~~•"· "'r2'~<!1.~i~~~'ll,t'~-~~~~~1ih\. . :,
6) Denver. Colo.
630.300
3.05%
1

.,

7) Phoenix. Ariz.

8) Washington, D.C.-Md.-Va.
9) San Diego, Calif.
10) Boston.:.Lawrence-Salem. Mass.

588, JOO

3.30%

J ,327,500

546.600
533,900
507,800

1.42%
2.57%
l.27%

2.445,300
1.447,000
2.498,700

Most college grads w ho enter

America, a mystery
7(b~S$io&A~ Wtec-h NI c..aJ

5 ,_ c "/f}

rr\~~....~4\
~

MrJ.iN~trL\ii.
J

8. Ji

1982-95 period are expected
to get a job t hat requires a
·college degree

By

chinese students must rely on their parents for their education.
Secondly, they spoke of the big differThe mystery, challenge, and desire to ence in study habits, in China, they study
learn are a few of the reasons given by the "all the time," where as some American
'chinese exchange students for wanting to students study for as little as two to three
study in America. "In China, America is hours a day. Also, one of them noticed
like a mystery, I wanted to know how it the amount of alchohol and drugs, "There
really was for myself, "said Hai-yun Guoi , is no drink in~ and no drugs in the schools
one of the five chinese students presently in China," said Linjun Wei.
attending B.S.C. "Our cultures are very
Many feelings. of anticipation were felt
different" he said in a recent about their stay in America before they
conversation.
arrived and all agreed that a great deal of
One of the notable differences they eagerness was experienced. _They were
have found between the two cultures is very curious about American customs.
amount of participation in the classroom. Of course, there were also a few anxieties
They enjoy the freedom of being able to about fitting in and adjusting to the
talk to and even question their professors American way of life. However, the only
because it is unheard of in China. "There setback mentioned ,has been the lanis better communication and it's more guage barrier. "Communication has been
open in the U.S." was one chinese stu-, a small problem" said Yong-Hong Ren.
dents feelings. Some of them have even He felt that many people are not very
been asked by their professors to go to eager to try to talk because they get frusBoston or .out to eat, which they think is trated with us.
especially nice.
Fortunately, the overall adjustment
Some other aspects . were noted has been easier than expected, ''the peobetween American and Chinese students ple are very nice at B.S.C" was a point
are, the general independence of Ameri- stressed often during the interview.
can student "they mature earlier than chiThe Chinese students are very happy to
nese students." The fact that many study here and would like everyone at
American students work for money to B.S.C to know they would love to talk to
J:lttend college instead of depending on them so "just say "HI" when you see us."
thier parents' was greatly admired. Most
Karen Melanson

... &.... i.. ... '!.,.:

.........
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Soap Opera Review
ALL MY CHILDREN: Alex i5
secretly hiding out in the basement of his
house. The butler, Sommers, kept mum
that Alex didn't die in the lanslide. Benn}
can't forget the kiss he shared with Nina.
ANOTHER WORLD: Fayez drove
his speeding car toward Victoria in an
attempt to run her down. Mac's condition improved after Chris injected him
with the serum he hopes will save Mac
from death.
AS THE WORLD TURNS: Holder
stole a kiss from Lily. Another mysterious package was left on Kim's doorstep
with her name on it. Heather remained in
a coma after she was beaten up.
CAPITOL: Jarrett realized that Jenny,
not Julie, might have shot Mark. Andrew
used hypnosis to keep Mark a "cooperative" patient.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Bo shocked
everyone by admitting that he, not
Shane, had been arrested for espionage
when he was in Stockholm. Bo later
escaped from jail during a mysterious
explosion.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Mike is still
acting hostile toward Rick and Ginny.
Terry was furious at Anna, who quizzed
everyone in Laurelton about Russell's
activities. Rick and Ginny took in
orphan, Jeff.
GUIDING LIGHT: Jackson vowed
that he won't lose Beth to Philip. Reva

lied to Roxie that Fletcher's ne~aper
stories about ••Laura" are not really
about Reva's suicide attempt. Rick got
higtt on pills.
LOVING: Rebeka agreed to help Dane
regain his business power. Link wants
Zona to be told that she's ·not really pregnant. Harry taunted Ava.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Tracy caught
Cassie, who pasted together some letters
addressed to Ramona that Tracy had
torn up into little bits. Tina blabbed to
the press that Niki is Viki.
RYAN'S HOPE: Jack realized that
Devlin hired an actress to make believe
she was Devlin's ~andmother. Dakota
wants a chance to recover the sunken
treasure.
SANTA BARBARA: Nick got into a
fight with Dylan, who admitted that he'd
slept with Kelly. Ted's smitten with
Gina's niece, Hayley Blake. C.C. and Lionel engaged in a big bucks poker game.
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW: Liza
realized that Lloyd and Rivera are
members of the mysterious Satern
Group. Hogan is beginning to like Patti.
THE YOUNG AND THE RES~
LESS: Matt encouraged Nikki to talk to
Victor about his affair with Ashley. Jill
showed copies of the blackmail photos to
Jack. Shawn failed in another attempt to
·ill psychic, Tamra.

Sc are d

Robert Zonfrelli, St~den( of.tf:le Week

ot

Stud ent of the Week

ex ams

7?
9

"

• •..IMM"1MM9P.'IW'W!fP!M~~-lfla~e'8·'--'oMe~g·e•ullc.!s~...,.1.z~~aftk~er~an~dn.---~-----~---e~rrr'19'rt:rp'Errat'tctn""'WtJrfrS'h'OP--·"~·"~'-·'··
Communication major at Bridgewater
State College,, is gifted with the art of
making people laugh.
Last year Rob was attending a Public
Speaking course with Susan Miskelley
and she suggested he become involved
with Forensics. Since than he's placed I st
out of 20 for his speech to entertain, titled
'"how I got kick out of Cub Scouts" at
West Point. Last spring he came in
second place at Brown University and
fourth at Southern Connecticut with his
roommate Bruce Andercon for a dual
inprovisaationa l.
He is also inv,olved with the Program
Committee. Rob is on tne Communication sub committee which deals with all
the lectures that come to Bridgewate

coming up soon Arthur Miller, Mike
Barnicle and G.-Gordan Liddy
Rob works part-time at the Career
Planning and Placement office in the Student Union helping students find the
information they need. Last fall he made
Dean's List.
Rob's future plans are tci go to graduate school in the fall at the University of
California in Los Angeles for film production. He would like work behind the
seens of making a movie, maybe a
producer.
Rob chose B.S.C. because of it campus
and he read it was rated as one of the best
state schools for Speech Communication. Rob enjoys being a student at
Bridgewater and is happy to be here.

Continuing this week and until the end of the semester, The Comment will
select a"Student of the Week", and will conduct a profile interview with this
student. This interview will be published in a subsequent issue of the paper.
Anyone can submit a nomination for "Student of the Week", but students
selected should show outstanding abilities in scholastics, athletics, or extracurricular activities.
To nominate: print students name and telephone number where the student
can be reached for an interview on the form below.

............•... • •••••••.•..••• ...•............. ....•...•....... ............•.... .
~

Student Of The Week

Tel. N o . : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Outstanding Ability

In:---- ------- ------- ---

Detach and return to:
Ms. Barbara Murphy
Living Editor
The Comment
&tudent Union

Tuesday, Feb. 25

11 :00-12:00

.

Lib. Leet u re Ha II

De ar P.J.

Dear P.J.,
I know this kid, Michael, who is
the biggest busy-body in the world.
He has to be in the center of everything. Lately, he's been telling me
off because he thinks I treat his
friends cruelly. He told me to
"watch my attitude!" My attitude??? What about his? Should I
tell him to stick it you know where?
Fed-up,
Bull
Dear Bull,
Tell Michael to mind his own
business. I would think he'd be
mature enough to set his priorities
straight, and worry about himself,
:-iot others. If he gives you the
·'watch your attitude" bit again, tell
nim to SHOVE it you know where!
Let him have it!

P.J.
Dear P.J.,
I've been dating this girl, Bertha,
(not her real name). We get along
fine except sometimes when she
-gets buzzed, she is all over other

guys. When I confront her, she says
she doesn't remember. ·1 brought
her home to meet my folks. Again
she got drunk and was all over my
brother. It's really getting bad. Any
suggestions?
Name withheld
Dear Name Withheld,
Tell Bertha that drunk or not,
hitting on your brother is pushing
it! Making an ass out of herself in
front of your own family is pretty
sad, I must say. Drop her! If she
comes crawling back to you begging for forgiveness then take her
back. But if she accepts it without a
bat of an eyelash, then you'll know
she likes to hit on other men. Who
needs that? Let her know who's
boss!!
P.J.

TROUBLE WITH A PROBLEM?
Ask P.J. She'll give you some help.
Write: Student Union Information
Booth, Comment mail box -- Dear
P.J.

Thursday ,
The Comment
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Stella Wilder
The coming week offers the majority of individuals an opportuni ty to make a real
contributi on to community life, whether through·so me personal gift of material
worth or in terms of advice and direction. It is an especially good week for the
versatile, as opportunit ies exist on many diffe~ent levels of life and in many
different forms. Children are well benefited this week by those adults responsibl e
for them: parents, teachers, ministers, counselors , etc. The elderly are offered the
type of freedoms they can use.
This is a good week for romance-d espite the high level of f:Onf us ion early on. The
wise will encourage loved ones to be openly affectionat e, for it is in the demonstra tion of feelings that true joy lies. Choices are many this week where career moves are
concerned and, in the long run, almost none of them is a poor one.
AQUARIU S (Jan. 20-Feb. 3)-Self-dis cipline is essential to success. Even so,
keep relationshi ps free and easy, casual and relaxed. (Feb. 4-Feb. 18)--A new sense
of freedom makes it possible for you to assess your own abilities correctly and to
choose apt goals.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 5)-Though a mood of personal reflection is upon you
this week, you still feel the excitement of outside events. (March 6-Marc h 20)-Social connection s are such this week that you move up the ladder of success almost
without personal effort.
ARIES (March 21-April 4)--Though the week opens on a confused home front,
it closes on scenes of security, well-being and freedom. (April 5-April 19)-Romantic attractions are felt toward those you believe to be your intellectua l
superiors. Is this what you want?
TAURUS (Apri120-M ay 5)--A long battle against what you took to be insurmountable odds appears to be ending. Swim with the tide! (May 6-May 20)-Tensions diminish as the week progresses. By the weekend, you are well in with the
powers-tha t-be on the employme nt scene.
GEMINI (May 21-June 6)--Focus on matters that, well executed, will be to all a
sign of your new-found maturity. Make decisions. (June 7-June 20)--You may find
yourself up against an opposition stronger than anticipated . Make the best of a
poor situation at home.
CANCER (June 21-July 7)--Your ability to be inspired by what others take to be'·
mundane events gives you just the leg up you need this week. (July 8-July 22)--An .
emotional crisis early in the week leaves you ill prepared for an unexpecte d--but
welcome--event.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 7)--Seek spiritual guidance from one·who y:cfu know can be ,_
objective in the contempla tion of your difficulties at home. (Aug. 8-Aug. 22)--Share
newly discovere'd knowledge with one who can benefit from it as well as you can.
Selfishnes s leads to sadness.
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the young--un wittingly.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 7)--Energy drains on the home front exist in the form of
arguments . Avoid them and you increase chance of success. (Oct. 8-0ct.22)- -Your
sense -of accomplish ment is enhanced by material gain that comes your way at
week's end. Show gratitude.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 7)--Keep both your cool and your courage as you go up
against brain and brawn this week; Be steadfast. (Nov. 8-Nov. 21)--The fragmenta tion you feel early in the week disappears by week's end,-leaving you exhausted but
at peace with yourself.
. . ..
SAGITTA RIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 7)--An opportuni ty to travel is not to be ignored.
The young know a special sense of accomplis hment now. (Dec. 8-Dec. 21)--You
may have to rearrange your priorities-- but you can do so without at the same time
compromi sing your principles.
CAPRICO RN (Dec. 22-Jan. 6)--Unfini shed work keeps you from taking on
anything new, regardless of incentive offered you to do so. (Jan. 7-Jan. 19)--You are
able to see your own potential for good work clearly this week. Live up to your own
image of yourself by the weekend.
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March 29 ·April 05
April 05 - April 12
April 12 - April 19

Destination
Departure City~------0 Sounds Good. I'm ready to party andenclose. $50.00 deposit
0 Rush me more information

Address~.,---..,..,..---:------.,----------'-----
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Brent, ·
We all love you!
iri a big way!
Commen t Staff

To Roger,
Nice Buns
1-4-3
B.J.

Good Luck and Happy Valentine's Day
Erin 0.
Cindy!
I love you , Valentine
Yeah!!! L0ve Sally
Marshall
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/
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BethHappy Valentine 's Day!
"Did ya get it yet?"
Love ya-Kel

My

/
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To Lucious Lisa, Masochis tic Michelle,
. and Madame Cindy, and John the Boss
Happy VD
Love, your fell ow wench
Carnal Chris

To Rent a Wench and Co.
Have a profitabl e Valentine's Day and a
happy one. Don't forget the 2 for 1 sale
.
this month .
Dale Bennet Lawerence,
I want you bad!
The Girls of N.E.C.C. A.
Meg,Sue ,Kim,Ren ee
Happy Valentine s
Joe
Babs
Life is a book
Lets fill some pages
· With mushy words and stuff
like dat.

Marybeth ,
How's your lemons doin?
Happy VDSunday Night Spaz

G

Michelle 206-Shea
.1 .. U .P .. ILL U Ill.

To Rexy,
Happy Valentine 's Day!!
From "S.W."

Desperat ely seeking. whomeve r
is seeking Nikki,
meet me in the third floor
SU foyer on 2/ 19 at l :OOpm.
Dear Carnal Chris:
Nikki
I've never been so satisfied! You are
To M.B.
terrific!
Thanks for showing me how to use
Luv ya always, The Boss.
my mouth correctly .
b.
To Julie
. JohnD.Y. Boys! Happy Valentine's Day!
I love ya! Westfield!

Happy Valentine 's Day!
Mark

Seriously though, can I be your Valentine, subconci ously?

Happy VD day to all the guys I never
knew
I need you
but
wish
I did.
Badly, Happy VD ( and I do mean VD)
Nancy
Mindy
Maureen:
T 1.J b
0 oa S,
My money's on you! ~
.
· f
·
You
picked
the
wrong
pair o baggies.
How about a game o f
O
(wm
. k ,wm
. k)
.
scrabble? Happy
B t
V-D! love your support system
ren
U _;1

J. Arcudi,

S t Af F;

u

Sheil Beil( and Holly too),
With you as my roommat es memorie s
have been made.
B.B., $25fines, S.S., and getting benched.
Your the best!
Happy Valentine 's Day!
I love Ya
Dikk

To Salt and Pepper,
Get the Dewar•s readywe're coming down!
The pleasure palace II will never
be the same .
Happy Valentine 's Day!

G

To Rog,
Be my Valentine
Hugs and Kisses
Babs

u5

Babe,
Of all the stars that shine so bright
your glow gives off a greater light
I love to see you day to day
You fill my heart in evev way. B.F.

ffi£

To my favorite SGA reporter,
Sorry for all those head~ches.
The News Editor

Bobby G
Honeybu nny,
If you were only ice cream-th en I could.
You mean the world to me!
"scoop" you whenever I wanted.-G uess
I will love you forever!
Happy Valentine 's Day!
Who!
Babs-Bes t friends always.
Love H oneybun ny
Happy Heart Day. Love Ron
Kristin P. (Art, Lunch, Penpal) Time
Dearest Paul, You're purrr-fec t!!
spent
I'll love you for always!
with you is great. Let's plan on many
Let's make this Valentine 's Day special!
more
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Ed Ferris
Can I buy you a beer sometime?
HAPPY VALENTINE"S DAY!!! I wish
that 1 could spend it with you.
Love ya

To Eddie,
Missing you on Valentine 's Day and
always-c an't wait to see you
Love, Paula

John Lynch
Love and Smut always
your favorite Potagee

TankTo Cindy(he art, heart)
Happy Valentine 's Day and
Thanks for a wonderfu l night. Call me if
get your .. Boats" out of my Hall!
you want to get together for another wild
To fun times,
Love,"Co us"
monday night.
Brent-W ho's the Boss?
Do you do it for love?
love
always,
To BSC Track t
Happy V-Day!
Happy Valentine 's Day
John.
To
Keep runnin:
Suzanne:
Love Ya!
and Happy Birthday to the
I
really
Love
hope
Lisa and E
that
you
Guess who
have
an
excellent
little Cupid himself- Tommy Hartley
Valentine 's Day.
To my little sister Susan
Love, Paula
Mike, Tom and Torn,
Dar
JoYou'll always have a place in my heart.
Next
You
are
time
rny.f~
you
make
a
beti had you-but I'm too
Brent Rossi,
Love E.
you both Wee
see that you pay it off
good to you!
I can't wait to see you again.
-or
else!
Happy Valentins Day!
Your secret love
To the girls of 85 Bedford St.
Signed anonymo us.
''Mrs.X"
Happy Valentine's Day amd may all your
P.S. Happy Valentine 's Day!
I still owe you one though
Salada Tea Fortunes come true.
To KennyLove. Kathy
Valentine
Sandra
's
Day
would not be special
Hi C.J.!!Lov e M.W.
May our love continue to grow
if l didn't have you to spend it with~
Hey TootsHappy Valentine 's Day and Happy
HAPPY VALENT INE'S DAY!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Birthday
Love always,
Pouter King
Remembe r who the boss is!!'
·I love you .... Steven your #I Q.T.
Suzanne
I love you! Marry Me?
Squeeky
To all the Pope girls
Mike- Happy Valentine 's Day
on the 2nd floor short:
My dearest Phil,
and many more to a guy who is
Happy Valentine's Day
I love you with all my heart and all my
fantastica lly sweet and one of the
from your favorite Bartender .
soul. I want to spend the rest of my life
best things in my life right now.
To Rh
To Jim,
with Pouter King. Sorry, it's been real
-Nancy
Hope you have a grea
Hope you fly high.
Love,1.P:
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love ya, Lisa
Deana- Happy Valentine 's Day!
.
·
·
d
c
h
Thanks
for a wonderful year. I love you
M . B., Liz, an
at y,
To my wife, the bigamist,
C. U. next Tuesday.
and
I only married you for your.
I hope there are many more Valentine 's
money-so pay up!H
·
Days to come.
Love always,· Brent.
/ :~"'. -~

Yo

Alfonso_B~

How ya doin
R.e.S. v.p.

Our ex-roomm ate
Happy Valentine's Day
Love. Chickenh ead and Elizabeth

Debbie Doo
I really do miss you!
To: Tim
Your Petey Poo
You're the meaning in
Class of '83 my life, you're the inspiratio n.
I'm stuck on you!
Happy V-Day.
Love always & forever
Laura

BSC hoops rah-rahs:
4
'Did you get it yet?"
Nasty Nancy! Butch-me-up! HaHa
Love,
Melinda
To Pouter King
F. Scott and JJB the Vice
Can't wait to write all over you again
The girls in 67
plus one

Rog, Pe~
Late? What do you
mean the deadline is
do this to me! l'lln
slash your budge
One Whi

To my favorite Sigma Chi brother
Happy Valenti_ne's Day
and thanks for making me so happy.
Love a sister of Phi Pi Delta

To Marcia and Katie
Candy''S cooper"
·I hope you have Happy Valentine 's Day'.
Happy Valentine 's Day and Happy
Love,_ Paula.
Birthday , May all y9u-r Wishes come true.
Love Ya, Kerry. JJB, First VP SGA,.
To CLTOC
To D.L.,
Have yourself the happiest little ValenMy favorite husband. When's the You've· always been my vice., can I be
Happy Valentine :s
yours?
tine's Day ever!
honeymo on?
going to make.yo
The bigamist
Love ya,· Me.
CH
Carol,
Have a wonderfu l v:.Day.
From the loser without any friends

a

ance

To the.Rat employees:
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love. Laura

To my MMA cadet:
I love you with all my heart
and the bottom of my shoe.
Love always.
the Bridgewa ter Mermaid .

at~o

Love, the Christo)

Happy V-Day to the girls on the ground
floor
·for love! You are in our hearts
JoeiC
of Pope and Scott, and Louise.
as well. as our thoughts.
Hey
you
sexy
thin,g
Love, Kerry & Sally
Happy Valentine 's Dayback, hope you dee
To our Favorite Trainer. Scott
Love Debbie and Mary.
I love you a great~bi
Happy Valentine's Day
H.B.
Love~ the Girls Basketba ll Team
entme
Happy Valentine 's Day! I'm really glad
Love··.
Stevewe got t-0 know each other better.
~K
J.E.(217 Scott Hall)
Thanks again for my Opus fixBeen thinking about you 'alot.
Roses are. Red
See ya sometime .
Love always, J.G.
Violets are ·Blue
Cindy (heart.he art)
Have a happy Valentine 's Day
Lynda,
From Guess Who!
To all my "special friends" at B.S.C.
If vou won't be my Valentine,
~appy
Valentine 's Day and Happy
For
all
my
horizonta
l workersY~u can't be ·in the wedding!
AndreaSteveil
everyday !
Keep
UP
the
good
work
guys!
Happy V-Day! Love. Laura
Happy Valentine 's Day, Bucko!
I rlov.e
I just want to say you guys are the best
Madame Cindy AKA rent-a-w.ench.
Guess~
and I love yas!
Kerry,
love yas "Scoope r"
To my husband Brent Rossi,
Happy Valentine's Day Sweetie. never
When are we going to consumat e the
lose sight
marriage.
TO:CHO UK and the FOX
of your dreams, you can acheive
Love,
Happy "V-D"D ay!!
anything!
your secretary, and wife-the bigamist.
This time , hope you don't "GIT-IT ".
Luv ya. Sally XO.

"'1.i.'
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P. K. is another name

.i.

Thursday, February I 3, 1986

N-1-14-C-25
Donny,
9-12-L 12-heart-22-E Y-15-21 D-heartI love vou 1
R-5-22-5-R
13-9-11-15
Have a happy Valentine's Day
I love ya
Linda 0.
Bird
Are you free for me?
To all the RA 's, G RA 's, and staff
members have a very Happy Valentine's
Day.

Happy
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to

Scotta, Bret, Joe,St T., Flea, Andy,
Rob, Cowboy,
Happy Valentine's Day-When are you
coming for dinner and a game of Twister?
Love the triplets of 85 Bedford St.

Valentine's Day to Pigeons
everywhere.
Shake that beak Bernice!

BeckyThe lemons are fine.
Have a great VD day!

Carol,
We're glad to have you for a secretary,
earn
I am sick of typing in these sick sweet
even if you do think we're snobby, bitchy,
To M.B.
y
::i
MB McLaughlin:
promises of undying love whatever haplosers. Happy Valentine's Day!
Ewe can rub me to death any time. (oops,
ecky
I love you and
pened to good old smut anyway
Love,
I slipped).
your beautiful blue eyes.
ML,CH,LH, and BM
Guess who?
Will you marry me?
David (12)
fene and Kathryn
The men of 2C
I'm "Head over Heels."
Hey dude
tvorite southern bells! Meet
Happy VD Day!
Michelle
... Don't throw it away!!!
Let's masticate simultaneously sometime
.and Thurfo;rsomelaund ry
love
Heidi and Karyn
Let's get a cat
Happy Valentines Day
-Dripping Color Puppy
md bourbon?
To Mouse
Kove you Happy VD
Love,
Luv
Keep listening
Becky
Room
77
Wood
Hall
Nik
Hattie
Happy VD you little rodent you
"PARTY ALL THE TIME"
·
Ratna, Carol, Jan and Co.
Happy V~.lentine's Day Roomies
- . . . _. Love US(roses)
·
Happy VD day T o: M one h"1ch"1, L e1sa,
I really like working for you!
MB Mc
Jimboramma,Kathy (as in Special K not
Happy Valentine's Day!
To the Social Director-Class of '89
Dump BIM
Colliene). You too Colliene, and LynnWe want you
Michelle
You are a hard worker!
Whew! I got you ·an in one shot
Way much more
Take it easy on V-Day!
Allison· Payne
Love Wench.
the ED.
Love,
rreasurer
of
'89
Please
be
my
valentine
Debbie Mehgan
Sue G.
Louie-209
Love, Tue
Happy V -Day from your favorite
Happy V.;.Day! Stole any signs lately?
Keep listening to the ·Hoods!
·roomate
Chris
Happy VD
Anastasia
I love one sexy girl
Tim,·
Love
and Smut
~ta,
Barbra M.
Cute bracelets!
.
Lisa
Do
rota,
t Valentine's Day.
Love Lou
Love and Smut
Lubie cie
lUla
U:S.
ToN.R.
Fatcet
I want you all of your hot juicy monkey
Bul;bi.
Joe Reardon,
love ...
Thanks for all the love and
How's the wine coolers
and I promise not to break your bed.
Geddy Lee
you animal!
understanding.
J.F.
Happy Valentine's Day
Kisses
always!
Love PePe
Love a friend
CritLovey,
Happy Valentine's Day~
l Maria and PaulaU,URSS2M! H.S.B. +TJ.
ia e you sm1 e or t e ay!
e'tove youJ ·
Ed and Sue
~·VALENTINE'S DAY!
Lisa and Chris
To Scooper
Scorpion
bowls anyone?
Love,
Have
the best birthday
Smut
from
U.S
Suzanne
Happy Valentine's Day to the Fatty Five!
and
Valentine's
Day ever! You deserve it!
Happy Valentine's Day
Love, your fellow fatty Breakin' Betty
Love,
Mary
and Nancy
~.Frosh,
Dianne and Heidi, the nicest roomates or1
Happy
Valentine's
Day to my fatty
mean late!!?? You
the Hill.
Happy
Valentins
friends
Day
Bruce,
gone? Hey, you can't
From a friend
You 're a dream come true.
(you know who you.are)~Love your felLisa A,
in for the S GA and
LisaI
love
you!
Forever,
Nance
low fatty.
Thanks!
t! Ha:ppy VDay'.
Ha
p
py
Valentine's
Day!
Love ya
>Knows
Beck
-M.B. ·• To those sexy guys in Apt.2B
To Steve MC.Mahon
John G
I hist for your body. I would love to
Sully, Glenn, lngy, Duff... Walter ,and
Thanks for everything
Suzanne
have an affair with you! Lov~ your.
Phil
SThank you so much! We love ya!
secret Valentine!!
Do you like thoise phone call.s !! ·
Hattie, Elizabeth, and Amy Lee
KTS
The Phone Woman*
:JH
To Elizabeth and Susan·Day!! When are you
2A
Happy
Valentine's Day to my favorite
Dan
Darcy,
llr next guest appear"The Fruitloops"
To my favorite roommate and Rathsroomies.
Happy Valentine's Day!
ar meetings?
Happy Valentine's
keller coordinator
l;_uv,.
Jher J. Harwood Fan
Will you all be mine? ·
Have a great Valentine's!
A Cutie Lover
(at least once?) JM
Love, Lynda
Rick , desperately seeking you! Stop by
the Comment office and ask for me. oombs,
Mr. Dougherty
Curtis
Nikki
t It's nice to have you
You're the best teacher I ever had! Happy
Have a great Valentine's Day
lde to stay for awhile.
VDay. .
Love Heidi and Karyn
g bunch! Happy ValB.D.- Just look over your shoulder
An Undergrad
7S' Day1
Jenni G.-You're being thought of back
tlways,
Desperately seeking Nikki! Where are
Lisa,
here.
twi
you? Rick
· Fred says, Hi How's your Valentine's
·Sex Joe,
To my new roomie,
Day!
.How's
it shakinHappy Thanks:.. no I mean Valentine's
David
LH and CH
106
and
LA
Day-I think that's what Phil means· too.
P.S. Shave city!
Thanks for not forgetting me ·when
Love, Pam
To Donnamoved off campus. Happy VD!
Happy
ML
Thanksgiving
diner,
Love
always,
you!
To 2A and 2BJeff
Phil
vho?!?
Forensics Team
To my lifelong buddies and my special
6 minutes ...
Get psyched. for Emerson. We're going to
friends. Thanks for all the smiles. Thanks
106clean up!
for all the smiles and memories we \re
Luv,
shared over these four years-here's to
Linda x 2.
Rick Gately,
Terrilla
friendships!
Happy Valentine's Day!! My favorite
What are you doing Sunday night?
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!
Bio-majors and boo,kworms. Love ya
Happy Valentine's Day·!
Love, Suzy
your roommate Lisa
Love,Chris (from Communications)
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To Katie Sheehan
Happy Valentine's Day Debby and Ana.
Happy Valentine's Day
Dear Ony Fay
L
Love, Michele
Jeanne, Jen andLaurie.
You are the best!
et's go out and party
Love, Michelle
Thanks for being my best buddy.
on a sea cruise!
Juanita C.
BetsyRemember we are fighters!
· Love always
Be my Valentine
Interested in giving up "Relative
Love Amel Har
M ·S ·
Lisa FLove ya
Freed om''?
Strap on your dancin' shoes and stike up
1
The Shaver
the band, it's time to show them how it's
Johanna,
done. JB
To Gumby
N ext to met h ere w1·11 a Iways b e a
Karen Dunne Happy Valentine's
To
We'll have to it again sometime soon!
f or you. L ove, G nuI
1
Love Gary Movies
pace
To my Roomate at 85 Bedford St.:
I won't be mean.
To Mike Ryan 5 lounge-Shea Dorm
What is missing in that Magical little
An Admirerer
Kim H
Thank you for being a friend!
drawer that has everything...
G.P.,
work things out
can
we
Maybe
K.T.S.
Valentine
Your
change,
Never
Day
Valentine's
Happy
To Alvin M.
8/9/86Let's try-Real hard!!
What a car!
here we comeLove always Pat
Thw women of 85 Bedford St
~
To the Class of 1988 OfficersLet's go cruisin'
is the world ready
Happy Valentine's Day
,)
•
·
Happy Valentine's Day- You all
Love, S.A.
f~r us?!
The Powder Man
deserve it!!!!- You're all great
Love,·
To Diana S.
.
Ch nstosPeople never change, keep smiling
Corinne
I would like to lounge around naked with
Pres. KT Sheeha,n
Happy Valentine's Day
your room sat the Hill. We could watch
in
Pie
Phi
favorite
my
To
A Secret Admirer
"The Jetsons" or drink "Slice".
Happy Valentine's Day
T 0 R a f ne you're not on my list
Love, A Secret Admi.rer
Always
Love
but you're in my heart,
Mr.P and Cindy Ma'am,C.C.,L.L.,
Sig
your favorite
Happy V.D.- Love The Man
1t's great coin' business with you!
J.,J.,J.,-rm 76 Wood Hallhope we don't get VD(Happy or
To the gangValentine's Day to three
Happy
Kristan· Heidi" Paula Marg1'e Steph
otherwise)
great fri·ends '·
Steve, and NomadMr.
Pumpkin,
'
'
'
·
'
'
.st
The Masochl
Allison, Sheila massive Valentine's
Love ya, Kelly
Happy V-Day!
h
k di M k
.
Love, Ron
party t h is wee en . a e sure you . ave
T.V.
To
movie!
a license to rent the
To the entire Comment staff
1
R
L
... have a great, wonderful.sensual.
Happy Valentine's Day and a wish
Sheila (Pea-pod),
uv, een.
for many more Valentine's days together.
JoanneValentine's day!!
CB
Hewwo! "Oh, I know," it sickens you. I
Love, Graphics
I love you! . .
didn't
To a special friendmean to ruffle your feathers, but I go. tta
Happpy Valentine·s Day!
Robatrucci and Janatrucci
Christa Moore,
H
take a shower.
I love you now and forever.
appy VD. I love you guys.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Pegarucci
Chris K.
Happy Anniversary Feb. f 8
R.C.
I'll never forget you,
Love always, Vic
please be my Valentine again. Keep all of us slaves in line, o.k.! Thanks
To S.J.O., Although you are far
for your friendship!
Love always, Lance
Happy Valentine's Day
away, will you still be my Valentine?
to all of M.B .. 's favorite
I would really love it if you were.
To the two treats in 5-1:
rornmies! See ya next Tuesday.
Love, K.S.
to
try
day-but
Valentine's
happy
a
Have
Love.MB xo
stay out of trouble!!
Mary and Stacia
B.C.,
Love.Lisa
Thanks for all your support
'Kerin,
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Happ)' Valentin.e"s day hon!
Luv ·ya•...'xo.xo-·..Debb1.e"
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To;?.J;"ri\e ~nd <)~;SI!~
.· · l~r-s' g~~ 'gr~-p,
... ·.....
. ·'
a great day:
Have
L
I•..

ove LMF

··

1'{pi, Fagen:
Love. MEW
baby due. anyway?
the
en's
Wh.
,J~in;
. '·Andy' JQbn~ Ji?~

nc, Peter, Torty ;and.K.nsten,
Happy Valentine's Day .
From your Housemother
1

lhope ypu and hubby enjoy
your bundle of joy.

.

•
-_
"
M
.,,-

'\
Lucy, Jean, Bronwer, Sue, Julie,
To VD•• The Scoop King"in 6C
M
Hall"
Pope
"Second short stands tall in
don't get too carried away•
T
-Lynda
Rob
from one of your many brunettes
· 'Y
\
'
week
the
of
You 're my favorite st~dent
.
/
M
Love Mary
Cindy Lewis, Sandy PucciJio, and
M
-.
'
Kathy Lyons-Hi! from all your friends
Bunnyhead in Scott Hail!
T
present.
and
past
housemates,
my
all
To
St.
Crescent
at
your
want
1
and
abound
appeal
Sex
'\
Athena, Chip, Christa, Dave, Julie,
babies!
/
M
Mike, Patty, and Stephen. Have a wild
To the Brithers of Sigma Chi
Love~ Me
M
T
big,
the
of
one
From
hear?
ya
Day,
VD
Day
Valentine's
Happy
Roomates
my
to
Day
Valentine's
Happy
.,,-.._
happy fa:mily. Nancy.
From your Little Sisters
Kellie and Tara! To Liz, Beth & Beth,
Rm.23
!II
"'
Timmy Mutt & Geoff have a great V.D.
To my new roommates.
;if
Happy Valentine's Gregg Cornell
Day
~ Happy Valentine·s Day to you
To the former Lynch,
from Lisa P.S. Be Mine
. Love ya always, Reen
and·your honeys!
-_
his wife and farm hands
/
"
beware of the BullShells:
Desperately seeking CP in Providence
Day.
Valentine's
Happy
Joe
and
To Renee, Meg, Kim,
How ya dion'? It's great that we've kept
on 2/ 15/H86. See you there. From RP
. ~·
-_
Love, Sully
Here's to new ·friends!
in touch! Maybe we can get together
P.S. appy Valentine's Day!
. !I
Let's keep in touch.
again!
~
M
L
To Slick
To all the Little Sigs
M
T
ove, Susan
Happy Valentine's Day
.T
Bunny Fluff
I always said that you were
Cutie Pie:
-_
b l
f
Mark I·
!I
"'
You're no bunny till some bunny loves
I love you always and orever my num er . I love you!
."'f
M
,
you.
KeithMuff
Love
• and a day.
Lisa,
M
T
Your no bunny till some bunny cares
Happy Valentine's Day.
OXOXOX
Keep smilin' Mouseketeer!
T
~
you
loves
bunny
some
till
bunny
no
Your
y0ul
love
We
J.B.
Happy Valentine's!
/
Till then you're just a hare!
Kelly and Shauna,\
Love ya, Kelly
Love, Babe
To Mike
Lisa.
~
r1
Happy Valentine's Day to my "friend"!
Roses are red
"
tx
h.
B
L
If a rose could symbolize
Jf
L I '
To Phillip McDougallave, et
Violets are blue
"'1'
\ ..\ -1 ·fie\ 't
your beauty
,::'\.t ·~
n'e...'
VI..
Roses are red,
My only wish is
. M. It would be fresh and alive forever.
11~o'1'v -.._
You're eyes are so blue,
Hedi G.(Public Speaking, T.V. Lounge,
to get to know you!
Luv David
"
I wish Ii had the guts
Game Room)
S.A:F.
;"f
M
to talk to you!
Well .. we·ve had a great introduction,
Cathy-.
M Amel Har-You look mahvehlous!!
,,.
Fondly, "Ya"
Thank you for being a friend. Let's move on to the bo~y and never
Thanks for being a
.T
~
Valentine.
my
Be
rea"ch the conclusibn:
John
·"" JJI great and wonderful friend and a lovely,
Marc. G.
outstanding ( in the field)~
-"f
~
To BIM-Thanx for being my Valentine
Bruce.
Julie A
beautiful lady.
-_
all year round. you are all the
Thanks for being my best friend.
Wake up·
P.S. It was the 10th
JI
·~wicked Best in Music"
Love, Mary
and smell the coffee
-1' Yo te amo grande (I love you very much)
Marc
.Everybody
Love,
Ony Fay ·
\' ·
Beth R.Have a happy Valentine's Day!!
you're a great friend. I love ya!
Love Lisa
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Le Menu du
Chateau de Tille

T

'

Scrambled

Eas

Pancakes w/bac::on

Clam Chowder

Clam Chbwder

Chicken f'"allet
Macaroni A Cheese
F~nch Fries
Green Beans

Sausqe sub
Beef Stfoplloff
R.iec

.Chicken Rice Soup

Chicken Ria: Soup
Bradcd veal steak
Spa1hetti wI meatballs
Potatoes
Pas,
~

Corn·

Peas

Beef Noodle au Gratia
PiZU
Sliced Carrots

Cora Chowder
Pork ehopa piesco
~b Burfjen w/bacon
Baked Potato Bar

Corn Chowder
BBQ on a bun
Turkey Tctrazzini
Potato puffs

·x
ACROSS
1 Winged
6 Grate
10 Object of
affection
14 Thicket
19 Rumor
21 Antlered animal
22 African river
23 Card suit: pt.
24 Relation of
harmony
· 26 Halted .
28 Runs easi
29 Mature
30 Painful spot
32 Around
33 Separate
34 Chinese pagoda
35 Warbled

ly' . '

1

;: 3:7

us. eo

40 Father
Negate
Redact
Figures of speech
Worthless
Pulverized rock
Plow through
mud
50 Preached
52 Declared
53 Football pos.
55 Shak"espearian
king
57 Lithium symbol
58 Keen

41
42
44
46
47
48

59 Gre~t"bustard

60
62
64
66
68
69
70
71
73
75
77
78

80
81
82

Perform
Par.t of circle
Narrow opening
Babylonian deity
Latin conjunction
Semi-precious
stone
Church bench
German title
Terrified
Zero
Spoken
Beer mug
Hurry
River in Germany
Harvesters·

84 Centr~I American
rodent
86 Pendant
ornament
87 Give a right to·
89 River island
92 Item of property
95 Projecting teeth
98 Act
99 Noises
1O1 Dried grape
103 Portico
104 Bitter vetch
105 Stupefy
106 Los Angeles:
abbr.
107 Near
108 S9und a horn

110 Corrode

· 1i1 Japanese drama
112 Proceeds
113 Flock
115 Sun god
117 Claw
119 Tellurium symbol
120 Decant
121 Parish house
124 Pile

Snare
Transfixes
Frolics
Titles of respect
Courage
Musical
organization
134 Unit of Siamese
currency
135 Break suddenly
137 Toothed
·
instrument
139 Ethiopian title
14.0 Gasp tor breath
141 Food fish
•
143 Soft mud
145 Wire measure
146 Worshipping
148 Scorched
150 Hermit
152 Doctrines
1 3 Fish of

160 Lock of hair

DOWN
1 Tapestry
Confederacy
Affixes
Cover
God of love
6 Road: abbr.
7 Roman bronze
8 Bristle
9 Difficulty
10 Food for
computer
11 Food program
12 Ancient
13 French article
l4 Penny
15 Grain
16 Sham
Run aground

2
3
4
5

F

s

Cheete Omelet
Waffles

Onion rings

Cotn
Zuchini

Clam Chowder

Clam Chowder
FiUet of Sole

Tuna Noodle Casserole

Lasaa.na

Grilled Checie
French fries
Corn

Onion rinss
Spinach
Carrots

Eggs to order

Minestrone soup

French Toast

Hot Putromi
Pepper Steak
French Fries

Mineitrone Soup
Spaghetti
Ho\ doga A Beans
brown btcad
Potat~

Cau\iftowcr

Beef Noodle Soup

ltoaat Turkey

lt,alian Sub
Chicken Cr~

·Stuf'fi:d Shella

Ma.bed Potatoet

Home Frier
~·

'
-·
·
·
.
·
.
·
·
.
.
·
·
.
l .
.,I

~

.

lroccoti

Coc1'

.

'

'
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.
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Li.JV the Sun?

7 nights I 8 days
. in Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona
or the Islands
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Last edition's answer

SPRING BREAK

flOI) 368-2006 TOl.L •·Rt:E

Vegetable Soup
Chicken
Meatloaf
Mashed Potatoes

Green &aM

129 Transaction
131. Strikes
132.Rasp
133 Prohibits
134 Desert dwellers
136 Study
138 Consecrate
140 Fruit seeds
141 In this manner
142 Tissue
144 Saucy
147 Female ruff
148 Greek letter
149 Noise
151 Deface
153 Centimeter: abbr
155 Football score:
abbr.

=

Vegetable Soup
Meatball sub

Oriental Blend. Veggies

'Peas

127 Sharp pain

17

Squ.sh

Fish square

fos

Dinner course
109 Cravats
112 Horned animal
113 Workman
114 Physician
116 Matures
118 Pertaining to the
laity
120 Jails
121 Equal to 112 qt.
122 Innate
1. 23 Sea eagles
·125
Pledge
126 Barters

French cut P.n beans

Cauliflower

102 A~k builder

156 Wipes out
157 Worms
158 Unmarried
woman
159 AHght

56 Upright
59Method of
functioning
60 Loved one
61 Night birds
63 Invents " ·
65 Siamese native
67 Devoured
69 Exclamation

Scra~bled eggs
Sausage
Pancakes w/Syrup

70 Church dignitary
72 Stiff
74 Equally
76 Postscript: abbr.
77 Unlocks
79 Word of negation
83 Beast of burden
85 Long, loose
overcoat
86 Trial
87 Paradise
88 Roman tyrant
89 Article
90 Wasters
of time
91 Former Russian
rulers
92 Macaw
93 Petty ruler
94 Yes: Sp.
96 Capricorn symbol
97 Surfeit

126
127
128
130
132
133

18 Composition
20 ·To believe:
archaic
23 Rabbit
25 Jog
27 Venom
28 Solicitude
31 Sins
33 Heap
36 Liquid measure
38 Christmas carol
40 Dimensions
41 Platform
43 Pedal digits
45 Clergyman
46 One injured
4 7 Go by water
49 Festive
51 Female relative
52 Looks fixedly
· 53 Cheers
54 Allowance for
waste

11
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What's the best way

to~

have a dinner party?

By
Denis Lawrence, Jr.

Kim Nolan. Erk Pcgnam
phnro· Nam::i. Rnherson

Kim Nolan

photo Nancy Roberson

Boston has the
real Big Deal
The Shubert Organization and Roger
Berlind will present BIG DEAL. a new
musical written, directed. and choreographed by Bob Fosse, opening at The
Shubert Theatre (265 Tremont Street) on
February l 5, I 986, running through
March J5, with preview performances on
February 13and14. BIG DEAL will feature a company of 23.headed by Cleavant
Derricks, Loretta Devine, and Alan
Weeks.
BIG DEAL, which is based on the film
Big Deal on Madonna Street, follows the
exploits. of a band of bumbling thieves as
they prepare for the heist of the centry.
BIG DEAL is set in Chicago period,
including Life Is Just a Bowl of Cheries,
I'm Sit tin' on top of the World and·
Happv Days are Here Again.
Bob Fosse {Author, Director, Choreographer) became, in 1973, the first director in historyr<) win the Oscar, Tony .ind
Emmy Awards in a single year for his
spectacular triumphs in the film version
of Cabaret, the Broadway musical Pippin
and the television special Liza with a Z.
He received the 1978 Tony Award for
choreography for Dancin'. He won the
first of his eight T~ny Awards as choreo-

When a wife plans a dinner party and invites all of the regulars, and the
wife intentionally forgets to invite the husband of one of the wives because
they are recently separated. and the wife is coming with her new lover, and
when the husband of the wife throwing the party invites the husband
recently separated to the same party without the wife knowing it, this does
not only result in mass confusion, but also to an evening full of laughs.
Such is the case of Ensemble Theatres' studio production of The Two of
Us, which starred Eric Pegnam and Kim Nolan, and was directed by Dr.
Stephen Levine. This two actor, five character play was enjoyable from the
word go. Stephen, played by Pegnam, has invited Barney, also played by
Pegnam:. to his wife's dinner party, not knowing that Barney is recently
separated from his wife Bea, played by Nolan. Jo, Stephen's wife, played
by Nolan also, has invited Bea and her new beau, Alex, a punk rocker~
again played by Nolan to the dinner party.
From the beginning of the play the pace was fast and only once seemed
to falter; towards the end. The lines were delivered in an excellent manner
and the English dialects used by both actors was not only enjoyable but
crisp and exciting, making all the dialogue easy to understand.
The Two of Us is a merry go round of laughter, always hitting your
funny bone even before you have time to get your breath up from the last
line.
When the dinner party finally arrives, Stephen and Jo decide to entertain Bea and the rest of the guests in the living room while they serve
Barney in the kitchen. The plan is devised that while one is serving the
soup, (beautiful soup) the other shall serve the wine. This makes for a relay
game from the kitchen door to living room door. One of the highlights of
the evening is when Alex tries to go to the bathroom but Barney is in there.
Alex decides to hide behind a curtain and do his duty in a vase next to the
window. Alex and Barney eventually meet each other. and not knowing
that they are ,both involved with the same woman, they become chums and
go for a drink in the kitchen.
Enter Stephen and Bea for more confusion especially when Stephen tells
Bea that Alex left and she begins to cry. Stephen exits, Barney enters.
,... . . . . · ·:;;~<i(~R~~,~~lii!l1:9;~\(:J;~d ati4 .eventually end up. fighting in
the bathroom while Alex is getting drunk in tne kitchen and John and
Dora, Nick and Jane, or whoever they were, (Stephen never could them
right), are either passed out or stoned out of their gourds. After all the
confusion, Stephen and Jo stand in a now empty dining room and declare
the evening a success.
Pegnam as Stephen was very good. The straight-1acedness was acceptable and enabled you to relate to his character. When he assumed the
character of Barney his acting was a charm and most enjoyable to watch.
The character of Barney being intoxicated was like watching Dudley
Moore as Arthur in the motion picture Arthur. Kim Nolan was elegant and
stunning in her role of Jo, the perfect hostess. When she changed into the
character of Alex she was quite humorous and got the laughs that the
character deserved, especially talking about "birds" (girls), while she was
unconsciously wiping her nose and rubbing her hair at the same time (kids
today). As the entertaining character of Bea, she was colorful and arrogant
at the same time. Her crying was like sitting back and witnessing an I Love
Luer re-run. As difficult as it is to play one character, th.ese young and
tale~ted actors took on the task of playing five between the both of them.
All of the characters had their own identities and dialects which made it
easy. to believe that they were all individual characters.
The direction was interesting and it was easy to see that the director took
advantage of stereo-type movements to enhance the characterizations of
the actors. The set was simple but entertaining, from the mysterious
children's voices to the hand of Barney (the special effects played by Jacqui
Trudell and Michael O'Connor), and needed mentioning. The Two of Us
made for a fun evening of theatre. It's just too bad that they don't run for
two weeks so that word of mouth could add to a larger attendance, for the
work put into a production like The Two of Us could only be enhanced by
a larger audience turn out.

grapher for The Pajama Game, followed
by such Broadway credits as the direction
and choreography for Sweet Charity (on
stage and on film), Redhead and Little
Me; and the choreography for Damn
Yankees, New Girl in Town, and How To
Succeed.... He also served as director,
choreographer ·a1-id · .co-author of Chicago. For the screen he choreographed
My Sister Eileen, ·The Pajama Game and
Damn Yankees, and directed Lenny
(Oscar nomination, Best Director), All
That Jazz (Oscar nominations, Best
Director, Best Original Screenplay), and
Star 80.

Cleavant Derricks (Charlie) received
the 1982 Tony, Drama Desk and LA
Critics Circle Awards as Best Featured
Actor in a musical for his role in Michael
Bennett's hit musical Dreamgirls. He also
appeared on Broadway in I have a
Dream, the revivals of Hair, Jesus Christ
Superstar and as The Preacher in the revival of Your Arms Too Short To Box
With, God. His films include Paul
Mazursky's Moscow on the Hudson,
Hair, Nashville, Fort Apache, The
Bronx. and the current Off Beat for Disney Productions. His television credits
continued next page

Kirn Nolan. Eric Pegnam
photo
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The Bard
by
Ensemble Theatre
Don't forget to sign-up for auditions
for the talent show. Ensemble Theatre is
sponsoring a great way to get noticed by
casting companies from the Boston area
who are coming to the talent show! Signup in the information booth. Feb. 22.
1986 sign-up for a time.
Congratulation!> to the

t:<isI

of Dining

Room!
Chris Terrio
Donna Bouchard
Eric Pegnam
Paul Hayden
Donna Chiuaro.
Tony Fagen
Mary Wood
Jane Norton
Congratulations to the studios that
were performed this week, you did a great
job!

Comedians
Are Lazy
By

E. Kelly
Club Soda Comedy Night
Wednesday's Comedy Night was what
comedian Dan Spencer called a lazy
Susan of comedy, with each. comedian
introducing the next in the course of the
night, and something for everyone's taste
in the course of the evening.
Spencer, while trying to dodge the spotlight showed books from his private
library, including one that every student
should hae, the Guide for the, Perplexed,
while Joe Yanetti, who followed
Spe-ncer's act, left us with the intriguing
question "If you took Excedrin PM in the
morning, would it work?"
The evening of comedy was capped by
Paul D'Angelo, in a return engagement.
The musically talented D'Angelo finished
his act with his impression of Bob Dylan
in a Tribute to Fred Flint;tone.
Note: in the last Club Soda report, it
was mistakenly stated that Earl Reed
would be featured next season in the
Comecf.v Show. He will in fact be seen in
the Cosby Show.
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BLOWOU TS
The Blowouts performed in The Rathskellar on the night of February
7. This concert was rumored to be pretty good, and Comment photographer, as well as Editor-In-Chief Roger Spring, caught some of the
action with his camera. ·

photo Roger ·Spring

The Blowouts

It's Just The Art Of Sex
In commemoration of St. Valentine's
Day, Dell is featuring two of the world's
top authorities on the fine art of falling
and staying in love ·· Marilyn Mame) and
Tracy Cabot ·· as February's Special
·
Dial-An-Authors.
Marilyn Hamel, the author of the February blockbuster SEXETIQUETTE
($3.95/17656-5), takes up where Amy
Vanderbilt left off in this wise and witty
book on how a modern woman can hanee y ca e
ublishers
QUETTE "Forthright, comprehensive... Writing with breezy humor and pithy
language, Hamel suggests ways to
attract desirable men and how to handle
even the most prickly situations ·· in and
out of bed." Only Marilyn Hamel can
share with your audience such wild and
sensible mating and dating inforrnqtion,
answering questions including: What's
the proper protocol for exchanging

phone numbers? How does one tell her
dining companion he's wearing part of his
dinner? And how does a woman conclude an evening with a date who's
angling to get in her front door?
Tracy Cabot, author of the popular
Dell Trade Paperback HOW TO MAKE
A MAN FALL IN LOVE WITH YOU
., ($5.95/53832), knows a foolproof, failproof method for starting a relationship
with the man of your dreams. "Forget

In her revolutionary, scientifically
tested book, Tracy Cabot explains
proven techniques which disclose how
many women find true love effortlessly.
Now you -- and your audience .. can too!
To 1?Chedule an interview with Tracy
Cabot and/or Marilyn Hamel, please
contact Jim Othmer at 212·-605-3433.

BIG DEAL continued

include Miami Vice and th~ movie
Ambush Murders. He is the composer
and musical director for PBS-TV's When
Hell Freezes Over l'l/ Skate.
Loretta Devine (Lilly) created the role
of Lorell Robinson in the original Broadway production of Dreamgirls. Her previous Braodway credits have included
Co min' Uptown with Gregory Hines, the
revival of Hair and Gower Champion's A
Broadway Musical. Prior to this she had
appeared in over fifteen productions offBroadway. Miss Devine began her acting
career in Houston, where she founded
numerous theatre groups. She is an MFA·
graduate of Brandeis University in Theatre Arts. A composer /lyricist as well,
Miss Devine has performed her own .
material in her highly successful cabaret
act at Green Street, Les Mouches,· Studio
54, The Red Parrot, The Ballroom and
Don 't Tell Mama. During the summer of
1984 she co-starred with Liliane Monte_,
vecchi in the Radio City Music Hall
extravaganza, Gotta Getaway! She can
also be seen in the television movie Anna
and The Infinite Power.
Alan Weeks (Willie) created the role of
Daddy Bates in The Tap Dance Kid, and
has also been featured on Broadway in

Sophisticated Ladies, Ain't Misbehavin ',._
.Rockabye Hamlet, Hallelujah, Baby!
and as the title character in The Wiz. He
was the narrator in the original Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat and received the NAACP Award in
Los Angeles for Best Performance by an
Actor in Dont't Bother Me, I Can't Cope.
·Televisfon audiences will remember Alan
as Leroy Johnson's father on Fame and .
his film credits include roles in The
French Connection, Shaft, Truck
Turner, Black Belt Jones, and the forthcoming .Brighton Beach Memoirs.
The Shubert Organization (Producer)
has been in the forefront of the American
theatre since the start of the 20th century.
It is under the direction of Gerald
Schoenfeld, chairman, and Bernard B.
Jacobs, president. They are responsible
for the management and operation of 17
theatres in New York, as well as theatres
in Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Los
Angeles, and Washington, D.C.
.. Price and schedule information for
BIG DEAL is as follows:
*Preview February 13 and 14at 8 p.m.
*Opening Nighti February 15 at 8 p.m.
* Thereafter:. Monday through Saturday evenings at 8 p.m.

photo Roger Spring

The Blowouts

Garcia and Kahn are friends of the Devil
By
Bob Lang

the crowd. Garcia seemed to rely on his
blues influences, especially during his
ext~nded instrumental breaks. Highlights of this show were To Lay Me
Down. Dire Wolf' and the back to back
rcnd\tioris qJ Bird S{in' and Hipple.

Orpheum Theater in Boston. Unlike felthan the previous evening as Kahn and
low sixties groups The Who and The RolGarcia went for a bluegrassling Stones (whose tours in the eighties country I western feeling on their solo
became mere parodies of their greatness),
trangressions together. The first set feaGarcia and his band the Grateful Dead
tured a great slow version of Friend of the
have been playing some of their better
Devil and the show stopping Run/or the
shows recently.
Roses. The second set was a virtual repeat
Garcia appeared with standup bass of the night before, opening with Deep
player John Kahn (a member of the Jerry
Elm Blues and encoring with Goodnight
Garcia Band) for an all-acoustic perforIrene.
mance. He presented a mix of Dead
This could be attributed to the fact that
tunes, solo works, medieval ballads and
Kahn did not know any more material. It
Bob Dylan covers to sold out crowds of did come as a surprise, however, for Garjust underJ,000. On the whole, his guitar cia rarely repeats himself two nights in a
playing was tastefully done. What Jerry row. Overall, Jerry appeared to be in
lacks in ability he makes up for in soul. .good spirits and reflected that in two
One look. at the expression on Garcia's ·solid performances. De~dheads on camface shows the emotion he puts into his
pus beware, three shows have been schemusic.
duled for the Providence Civic Center at
Saturday night's show was a little slug- the end of March as part of the Spring
gish but was saved by the enthusiasm of Tour!

IT'S-PARTY TIME!

CLUB 91
with

Paul Bonitto
Friday Nights
9pm to 1am

only on 91.5 ·FM

WBIM
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Bears Review ...
clean sweep for Bridgewater State Athletics. With so many games going on all the
time around here, you have got to relish
nights like these. Even at top notch Division I schools, these nights are few and
far between.

The Lady Bears have increased their
wins to (I 5)with victories over Fitchburg
State (80-46) and Westfield State (71-23).
However they lost an important game to
Clark University (76-47). The brings the
Lady Bears to ( 15-4)on the year with six
games left.
The victory over Fitchburg State was
led by Carolyn Parsley ( 17), Lynn Malkasian and Joanne Runge (14) and Laurie
O'Connell( I 0) all in double figures. Lynn
Malkasian was dominating the glass on
both ends of the courts capturing (12)
rebounds for the game.
On Thursday the Lady Bears traveled
to Worcester to play Clark University
where they suffered their fourth loss of
the season.

INTRAMURAL AND RECREATION
A men's intramural all star team from
BSC will be traveling to Mass. Maritime
Academy to take on their all stars this
Thursday at 6:30 p.rn.
Results for all basketball and soccer
leagues are posted in the Kelly Gym
Lobby. It's getting near playoff time so
see where your team stands.
Those students who are going on the
Mt. Orford Ski Trip should get the
remainder of your money to Mike Storey
as soon as possible.

Annette Casi Ii takes a shot for the Lady ~ears_.

The Kelly Gym and Pool will be closed
this weekend (Feb. 15-17) because of the
long holiday weekend. It will reopen as
usual on Tuesday. Feb. 18th.
Lou Perry, Director of Plannbw and
Deve/opmem says work should begin
once again on the "new" weight room.
Work on the installation of new doors
and a rubberized floor should take place
this week.
SIDELINES:
The 29-point loss to Clark was the
worst defrat by the women's basketball
team during the last four years .... The
men's hoop team are on their way to their
best season since the NCAA tourney
team of '82;.83 (22-6). Grappler Tom
l)evin ·\&~O).willgeta preview of }1is mafo

.\:(ltl').J?etitlon

in.tb~.New

·

week. Rick Maguire had a career high 28
points in the (75-58) loss to Fitchburg last
week. Those people going.on the ski trip
to ML .Orford c~n exchange their money
at Plymouth National Bank. lt'.s $1.27
(Canadian) for each $1.00 (U.S.)
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The Lady Bears are on the road Tuesday against Framingham State and
return home on Thursday for North
Adams at 5:00 p.m.
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Wrap up on N .E. Patriots
cinderella season
cost them the division title, but not the
playoffs (wildcard) ( 11~5). The Patriots
were looking to get their first playoff win
since the early sixties and to get them
Let's review the incredible season our back for hurting· Steve Grngan. They did,
very own New England Patriots had this 26-14, and so it was off to the West Coast
year. Nobody in the world (except Liz to take on the Raiders (12-4) in Los
Walker) expected the Patriots to do what Angeles. The Raiders and Patriots have
they did this year.
been in a lot of verbal fights and the
The pre-season (1-3) wasn't that Patriots had a lot to pay them back for
impressive and neither was the beginning since 1976. The Patriots paid them back
of the regular season (2-4). Their offense with a 27-21 Patriots victory. It was a
was too predictable, Tony Eason was too very emotional victory. So it was off to
inexperienced, and only the defense was the Orange Bowl to take on the Dolphins ~7
keeping them in the games.
(12-4) in Miami. A place where they
Then when it looked like another one haven't won in 18 consecutive tries. This
of those seasons; something happened game plan was executed to perfection and
that has never happened before to this won by the Patriots 31-14.
team. Eason went down with a shoulder
As far as I'm concerned that was the
separation against Buffalo and for the Patriots Super Bowl. They did what
first time in over a year Steve Grogan nobody thought they would do and that
emerged. They came back and beat Buf- was win the American Football Conferfalo. They not only beat Buffalo. There ence, The Super Bowl in New Orleans
were others: New York Jets, Tampa Bay against the Chicago Bears was only a conBuccaneers, Miami Dolphins, Baltimore stellatfon prize, because win or lose New
Colts, and The Seahawks in Seattle. Gro- England has gained respect all over the
gan sparked the offense to six come from country and that's respect they won't
behind victories with his own "play- lose. The Bears had to win The Super
Bowl because they were expected to be
calling." Not to forget that the defense
continued to terrorize teams and became there, not the Patriots.
So the Patriots in my opinion can play
number one in the AFC.
and beat any team in the league. Their
Then something terrible happened
capable of winning the division and once
during the second meeting with the Jets.
again, play in Super Bowl XXl. They've
Grogan was hurt and wasn't able to
r.eturn for the rest of the season, out to a
go.t the ex,perience and a\so the hunger to

By
Mike Jankowski

Athlete of the week
By
Bob Patterson
Tom Devin, captain of the
Bridgewater State Wrestling team
put his perfect 8-0 record on the line
Tuesday night against visiting
W.P.I. With about one minute
remaining in the second period
holding an 11-1 edge, Devin kept
that win streak alive with a commanding pin. This win, as well as
his overall performance this season,
makes Tom Devin B.S.C athlete of
the week. ,
Devin, a junio; from Braintree,Ma., was expected to face arch
rival and highly regarded Bob
Soares, but due to W.P.I. ·coach
Phil Grebinar's decision, Soares
was held out, leaving 126 lb BiJI
Huges to face the B.S.C. captain.
Devin gained control at the on set
of the match and never relinquished
that control· throughout. Displaying strong qualities of quickness,
strength, and confidence, Devin
finessed his way to a commendable
victory over Hughes.
One important note to mention-why was Soares held out of the
match with Devin? According to
W.P.I. Coach Grebinar, Soares,
who is also undefeated, had
wrestled· two matches the previous
week (as did Devin), and he needed
a rest. Such a convenience when
you travel with twenty-two
wrestlers, compared to the nine die. hard members of the B.S.C. squad,
But B.S.C. Coach Jack Johnson
had other opinions on the Soares

cancellation. "He was held out for
sectional seedings only," noted
Johnson. To elaborate further, by
avoiding Devin, Soares will be the
number one seed in the sectional
meet, due to the fact that Soares
will wrestle more matches than
Devin because of scheduling. The
high seed in the sectional will draw
weaker opponents en route to the
championship round,
This saga concludes with a handsome compliment to Devin, his skill
and reputation as an outstanding
wrestler. An alumnus of Braintree
High School, Devin .finished his
senior year there with an umblemished 15-0 record, reigning him Bay
State Champion. Success has followed Devin here to B.S.C. where
he has compiled some impressive
honors in his three years: I 984,All
New England, Division III; 1985,
M.l.T. Christmas Champion; Captain 1985-86 season.
Devin, a management science
major, has attracted state wide
attention this season from his opponents as well as the Boston media.
The Boston Herald this past week
noted Tom in-short for his undefeated record thus far in the '85-86
campaign. Asked about his success
this season, Devin remarked, "l get
more enjoyment out of watching
the younger guys on the ·team
develop than I do winning myself."
Spoken like a true champion.
Congratulations, Tom. and continued success f Qr tht: rest of the
season. We'll see you fly in the
sectionals!!!

~

go back in and the difference from the
beginning of the season til then was
astounding. Eason had m~tured
incredibly. ·
The Patriots suffered only one loss the
remainder of the season qgainst Miami. It

·hope the Bears are there so I can wear my
Berry the Bears Shirt, because they will
lose for sure this time.
Raymond Berry and The Patriots
deserve all the thanks. So thank you",.:
·Patriots for an exciting season!!!

Bears Business review
By~·

Mike Storey
Saturday morning, there was a mp m
the air, .the sun was shining and somehow
you knew it was going to be a good day all
around. So true if you happened to visit
the Keliy Gymnasium on this day. On a
full scale day of athletic action the
Bridgewater State Bears and Lady Bears
all came away victorious in five different
sporting events.
The BSC wrestlers opened the day with
their second victory (2-7) of the season
over Williams College (34-16). Leading
the way was undefeated captain Tom
Devin (8-0) in the 134-lb division. Tom
won his match (13-4). Both Rob O'Donnell (142 lbs.) and John Collins (177 lbs.)
recorded pins on the afternoon as well.
That ma~ch was followed by a coed
swim. meet pitting the BSC men and
women against UMass-Boston. The men
came away with their first win of the season 0-5) topping the Beacons (67-44).
Dual winners for the Bears were Peter
Berthrauime (50 and I00 free), Mike
Crawley {500 and 1000 free), and Dan
MacDonald (200 free, 200 back).
The women raised ·their record to {3-5)
with a c:rushing. victory over the Lady
Beacons (74-16). Dual winners for the
ladies. included Marcia Quitmeyer (500

1

·and 1000 free),· Beth· Welch (100 and·200
· free) and Kim. Hill(I met.er and 3.meter
diving).
Once dusk hit the BSC campus it was
time for the men's and, women's hoop
teams to continue the.winning tradition·
against Westfield State.
The women opened up with a (71-23)
slaughter of the hapless Lady Owls, raising their record to. (15-4) and (6-1) in the
MASCAC. Carolyn Parsley (18), Fran
Leeman (17).and JoAnn Runge (IO) were
· the Lady Bears· top scorers. The win
helped heal some wounds after a disastrous (76-47) loss to Clark last Thursday.
That loss could jeopardize BSC hopes of
going to the NCAA's for the fourth con..;
secutive year.
The finale of the night proved to be the
pest take of the evening as our -men's_,.,...._
basketball team ( I0-8) won its second ·,,..,,,t
game in a row (73-65) over Westfield
State. The win avenged out an earlier loss
(71-62) to the Owls at Westfield. High
scorers for the men's team were Mark
Dias (17), Bob DiBari (15 pts.. 11
rebounds), and John Willis (10). Dias ' ·;1IV""
was coming off a 30-point effort in an
(80-68) victory over Curry the previous
game. The Bears are (3-4) in MASCAC
competition.·
So if only the women's gymnastics·"'"'). .
team had competed it could have been a ii".
0

•-
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Classified Advertis m nts
Gene?al Polley!

DeadUne:

Qauifted. adnrthementl are accepted subject to the approval of The Comment. Adnrtilementl are dulr1ed on a per word bah, and abrevlatiom ahouJd
not be med.

Clauifled advertisements must be 1abmittecl by the Thursday of the week
prior to publication. Adi may be placed in person at the Comment oft'lce,
located in the Student Union Bulldln1, nexttothe Boobtore, or by eallln1(~Sl 7)
(i97·12H, ert. 21!1.

.Local Classified Rates:

National Classified Rates:

A hue rate of $3.M II UHUed, for up to twenty words. Each additional word h

·mused S0.15. TIM ftnt three words will be Ht In bold face. Each additioul word set
in bold face will be ehar1ed SI.OS.

Off-Campus
Housing

Help Wanted

11------- --------'-- f Help Wanted
Rooms for girls
Rooms for girls, single o'rdouble, kitchen
privileges and a three minute walk to
campus. Can Mrs. Dutra 697-7417.ca-11-02

Services

$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for
remailing letters from home! Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope for information/ application. Associates, Box
95-B, Roselle, NJ 07203
cao5--04

Wanted
. . . . . . Job
openings available for summer help

11----~--~-------

Justice of the Peace
Ivan S. Fleischman
'Senice of Character throughout the
Commonwealth"
Member. Massaachusetts Justices of the
Peace Association. East Bridgewater.

~78-9949.

<il·IH·ll"

Typing of Reports, Term Papers,
i?esumes, etc.
Fast. Professional Service
Reasonable Rates
Call Karen at 822-5003.
~a-o7-o4

at Hanover Nursery School. Call 8268604.
ca-19-0!
Wanted
Tutor in reading of a fifth grade book, the
vicinity of Westgate Mall, call 586-9735,
, after 6pm.
..:a-OHJ2

IAdvertise your product or service
I in this space! Place a classified ad

I in The Comment today. Call us at
697-1200, extension 2158.

A bue rate of SS.00 Is use11ed, for up to twenty words. Each additional word ii
cbaraed SG.10. The ftnt three words will be Ht in bold face. Each additional word Ht
in bold face will be cbar1ed H.11.
College Students:
We are a Fortune 500 Company that is
interested in College Students seeking a
business career. Join us part-time during
your school years, full-time summer, and
~:ontinue to grow with us after
graduation.
Brockton 583-1000
South Shore 749-1056
Pl~rmouth 746-_3777
Cape Cod 548-3014
or i-800-322-4421.
ca-08--04

Opportunities
Business Opportunity
$10-$360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed envelope: Success, P.O. Box
470 CEO, Woodstock, IL 60093. ca-01-04

Miscellaneou s

1-------- ---------- 1 Free:

"FREE CASSETTETAPE on Protestanism, the Righting. and Romani--------- ---------- -; Communist politics. Send stamped and
adressed envelope. Reverend Maltis,
Lost
$200.00 reward, lost on I/ 26/ 86 black P.0.Box 3646, Manchester NH,
and white Husky dog, female, blue eyes, 03105.
ca-16-02
N.H. Rabies tag and goes by the name of
Sheena. Please telephone 697-1200
x2072.
ca-02-01

Lost and Found

SUPCAnnounces Upcoming Events
1. 0RFeA~26th, Arthur Miller from "Miller's Court" will present a court case on
. , ' ..
. JM·li\@4l~99m.at7:30. Eight BSC students are needed to
.
are interested please stop by the Information Booth or the
Program Committee Office in the Student Union.
2. Don't forget about SUPC's Ski Trip to Loon Mountain on Feb. 2211~. The P.. ~i~i~lli~,..~
of $25.00 includes transportation and ana,11-daylift ti~~~h{~,,i<;~~~d~4~n~~~rn be
served on the bus. Don't miss out on this great advenforer
1

:-

· ":~.~ '~;:, ,_; .~:.:1,: .'.\)~,~· 1,;'oY~:~,-.;, ·1>;:.;J~\:!t·:;m#.·4'1;ij~f~i·,t;,·l!!!~iM~~-A~ti~i~---flMI

The Student Vmon
The Student Union Program Committee proudly presents: NEW MAN and
DOWN AVENUE. Live in concert!!! Thursday, February 13th, 1986 in the S.U.
Auditorium, 8.:00 p.m. Tickets only $5.00 B.S.C. I.D. get your tickets early at the
'). U. Info. Booth! Reserved seating only!

Peace Corps
Peace Corps is celebrating its 25th Anniversary this year, and we would like to
invite everyone to join in the celebration. The New England 25th Anniversary
Celebration will take place in Boston at the Kennedy Library on March I, and a
symposium on Development Education will take place at Harvard University on
March 8.
As part of this celebration. we are trying to locate as many Returned Peace Corps
Volunteers from New England as we can. If you area Returned Volunteer, or if you
·are interested in finding out more about the Peace Corps 25th Anniversary events.
please ca!1 Carrie Radelet collect at (617) 223-7366 or write to her at Peace Corps,
150 Causeway Street. No. 1304. Boston. MA 02p4.

ATTENTION SENIORS
Commencement is closer than you realize. In preparationforComm encement you
will need a cap and gown. if you haven't orderecl one yet it is not too late. Please
come-to the Office of Student Services. Boyden ,Hall and fill out an orderform-the
cost for a cap. gown and tassel is $10.00. No orders will be accepted after February
28, 1986 - so don't be left out.

March for Women's Lives
On Sunday. March 9, there is going to be a massive march and rally in Washington,
D.C. to serve notice that Women's lives are threatened by efforts to deny access to
abortion and birth c·ontroL
Make your· opinion count.
.
.
Buses will leave Boston at 10:00 p.m. Saturday night March 8th, and return
Sunday, March 9th at 9:00 p.m. Bus fare is on a sliding fee scale from $25 - $45.
There~s already strong s~pport here at B.S.C.
For more information call .697-1200 x2296 or Boston N.O.W. at 661-6015.
End Hunger Briefing
.
.
_ ...,
.
Increase your hunger awareness. Mr. John Castle will be speakmg at; the Lathol!c
Center on Wednesday, February 19th from 6:30 - 7:30. Come and Fmd out what
you can do to. help. ·

Philosophy Club
.
.
.. .
.
Reminder: The Philosophy Club is requesting philosohical papers for cons1derat1on
for publication in their Philosophy Journal which will be published in April. Please
submit your papers (typed and double spaced_ prefered) ~y.Wednesday, Fe~ruary
19,1986 to Dr. Sanders or his secretary, third floor T1llmghast Hall, Mtchelle
Lombardo, Mary Hatch, or Marylee Meehan. Also, the Philosoph~ Club ~eets
every Wednesday at 3pm room 301 in Tillinghast Hall. All who wish to discuss
philosophical issues are welcomed.

Earn $4.05 Per Hour
The PROGRESS/OUTR EACH Tutorial Service is looking for qualified tutors in
ALL SUBJECT AREAS!!! If you have been successful in your courses, share your
knowledge with other students who need your help! There is a special need for
. SENIOR MANAGEMENT MAJORS!!! Pick up your application in the PRO- ·
GRESS/OUTREAC H Office in the Grove Street Building today!!!
NSSLHA/ Communication Disorders Club
The NSSLH A/ Communication Disorders Club will be having a meeting on Thursday, February 20th. It will be in the Plymouth county room, across from the
Information Booth, at J I :00. Anyone interested is welcome!

Michael ·J. Ricciardi Memorial Scholarship
A $500:.00 annual scholars hip is available to: Accounting, Finance; Business, or
Economics majors or minors.~Students must indicate their interest prior to March 8
(Spring Br~). Information is available froni Professor Sheppard, Management
and Aviation Sciences Dept., focated in the Maxwell Library, or by writing to MJR
SCHOLARSHIP -c/ o Louis M. Ricciardi, P ;0. Box 228, Taunton, MA 02780.
ENDING HUNGER: AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME
Jn rece·nt times the subject of World Hunger has become an unavoidable issue. In
study after study, prestigious international commissions ~ave come to one conclu'."'
sion: HUMANITY NOW POSSESSES THE RESOURCES, TECHNOLOGY,
AND KNOW-HOW TO END HUNGER. The key ingredient missingisthewill~to
·act.
·On Wednesday, February 19, 6:30 - 7:30 p.m., Mr. John Castle will be a guest
speaker at The Catholic Center, Bridge~ater State College. Mr. Castle is a national
manager for The· Hunger Project, a charitable organization dedicated to end
hunger by the end of this century. During his end-hunger briefing, Mr. Castle will
give the ~acts of world hunger as well as some ways to alleviate it.
Piease come to learn, to share, and to discuss what you can do to help alleviate
world hunger.
·

FILE NOW FOR FINANCIAL AID

.
.
.
A ptications for Financial Aid for the 1986-87 Academic year are ava1lablem the
Financial Aid. Office, on the first floor of Tillinghast Hall. N o"w is the time to apply!
The Massachusetts Board. of Regents- State Scholarship ~s th: program ~ith the
earliest deadline - March lst, 1986. Students interested m tb1s Scho!arsh1p ?roas well as ihe Pell Urant program, Supplemental Grants, National Direct
gram.•.
·
·
..
W .
Student Loans, Work Study, anc;t Bridgewater State Co 11ege T mtton
aivers
should file an F.A.F. with the College Scholarship Service no_w, and submit a
B.S.C. Institutional Aid application with a copy of the appropriate 1985 Federal
Tax Form to the B.S.C. Financial Aid Office by April 15, 1986. ·

